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'A CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE PRIr1ARY QUM,,'TUlJi

CQWERSION IN PHOIDSYNTHESIS

R. H. &1by, I. D. Kuntz, Jr. J and Melvin Calvin

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Department ,'of Physics & Department of Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

A general consideraticn of the efficiency require~nts for
A

the quantum conversion procesa in photosynthesis is,made. This leads
\

to the concept 'that a most likely prinury quantum conversion process

would be ani, electron trander proce~s following molecular excitation.

Model systems of the various typesofknov-n quantum conversion pro-

cesses are discussed, follO\\'ed by the presentation of evidence concern

ing the nature of the pr1mary quantum conversion process in the photo-

synthetic apparatus of bacteria. That an electron transfer process

is very early involved seems una'llbiguously establlohed. ; That exciton

transfer taken place foll~wing primary quantum absorption seems also
;

well established. The present paper g1ves sane supporting evidence

that charge migraticn in the sense of semiconductor behavior also

occurs.'





A CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNDERSl'ANDING OF TaE PlIDIARY 'RJANTU11 COl\JVERSION

IN PHOTOSYNTdESIS it

~ **R. H. Ruby t I. D. Kuntz, Jr. and Nelvin Calvin

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Department of Physics and Depar-tment of
Cnem1stry, University of California• .Berkeley

INTRODUGrION

One of the central physical-chemical problems in the energy conversion

process of photosynthesis is the precise system in and mechanism by
,

\'lhich the conversion of electromagnetic energy into chemical pocentaal;".

energy takes place. The overall efficiency, as defined by the chemical

equation.

h-v .>

t\ F ... +110 kcal/mole/02
I

with \'mich the process can be made to occur for exten:led periods isre-

latively high. Number~ varying from as 11igh as 80%1 to as low as 20%2-4

have been reported. Within this overall efficiency is included a series

of chemical steps whose nature 1s already known to us. For example. the

sequence of steps beginning with carbon dioxide, reduced pyridine nucleo-

tide and adenosine triphosphate and leading to carbohydrate is made up

of a series of knowntreactions. We have some knowledge of the efficienoy

of each of them. 5 'l:he overall therxooclynamic efficiency for this chemical

* •Presented at Cinquantenaire de la Societe de Ch1m1e Biologique.
Paris. France. April 6-9, 1964.

*it 'l'he work described in this paper was sponsored,1n part. by the
U.S. Atomio Margy Ccmn1ssion. ),

,J. National Science Foundation Fellow,- .1963-64 •.
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sequence turns out to be not higher than 65%. Another fraction of the

chemical chain leading from water to molecular oxygen nust exist. al

though the natura of these steps is not yet established. 6

IfJ nosever, we assume a. similar overall efficiency for that chemical

series. namely. 65% J we must deal, with a chemical degradation of not

less than 45% in the overall process. Thus, ~ven if the lowest value

(20%) of the overall efficiency is taken, we are faced with the necessity

for a m:1.n1.nnJm of 50% efficiency in the primary quantum conversion act

during which the electranagnetio energy is transformed into some fonn

of prirnar"j chemical potential.. If the overall efficiency turns out to

be as hi~ as 40%, then the efficiency of the primary quantum conversion

act must be over 90% ..

Such high efficiencies for the conversion of electranagnetio energy

into chemical potential have. as yet. not been olearly achieved. in any
'";"

model system whatsoever. The required high efficiency for the conversion

of such a visible quantum is. perhaps. the central problem with which

we have to deal. The products have a high chemical potential energy
\ .

with respect to each other and are being produced by a package of electtro

magnetic energy :onl,y slightly larger than that chemical potential.. Tn1s

fact requires that there can be only a very small baITier to their back

reaction. 'nus further seems to require that they be readily, easily and

rapidly physioally separated to prevent the back reaction.

A brief examination of the variety of photo processes wtdch conceivably

could be playing a role in the primary quantum conversion of photosynthesis

seems worth making.' We will not here be concerned with the purely physical

processes which occur prior to quantum converaton, These include (1) ,the
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excitation process itself leading to electronic excitation in a mole-

cule or molecular system. followed by (2) the migr-ation of electronic

excitation either as exciton or by resonance transfor to the site of

conversion. ·we would consider both of these as purely physical trans-

fer acts with the energy st0red in the form of electronic excitation.

At the conversion site; by def:1nition. the electronic excitation is

transformed into chemically definable species which upon reaction

could liberate useful energy 111 an amount equal, to, or less than,

the initially absorbed quantum. The fraction by which this is less

than that of the initially absorbed quantum would be considered the

efficiency of the primary quantum conversion act itself.

In general, the primary products of the quantum conversion may be

considered in two possible classes: ' The class in Which the products

are uncharged and the olass in which the products are charged. Many

examples of the first type are known, but in none ,of them is the

fraction of the quantum stored as chemical potential very large.

Uncharged Particles

A wnole series of isomerization reactions have been achieved photo-

chemically. One of the earliest and most thoroughly studied is the

trans to~ conversion of an olefin or any other s.1Jnple double bond.7,8

Here the cis form frequently has a few kcal more enerV/, stored in it

than the trans, but always the light quantum required to achieve the

transfonnation is many times that energetic. The difference is used

to overcane the· high energy barrier between. the two forms. Such a

process of .£!2.-tran3 photoisanerization is currently considered the.

triggering mechanism in vision.9
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Another reaction type whi~~ has been much investigated photochemi-

call,y involves the addition of a polar linkage across an olefin or the

ellmination of a polar molecule from an adjacent pair of atoms to pro-

duce an olefin. 'lhe molecule added, or eLlnnnated; 1s frequently water.

However. the analogy for undJ.ssociated phosphoric acid is clear. ,A spe

cific case in point 1s the photoinduced hydration of Cystosine.10,1l Here

the energy of the absorbed quantum is AI 90 kcal vlhile the free energy

stored in the product cannot be more than a few kcal., A hypothetical
no

case for which/model is known ","'Ould be a dehydration of the phosphoric

acid addition product across a carbonyl compound, as follo\~:

,:-t +

-C-H
I.

1l0-~-CIlI "' ..-.-.;..
c:P

hv
-"'.. ' -<rro---

-C-H
I

~

I

;1
.'1

A very ccomon andweLl--known photochemical conversion process in-

valves the d,issociation of a bond. For example, the dissociation of an

alkyl iodide into an alkyl radical and an iodine aton; or the dtssccfa-
I

tion of a' carb~l compound into a carbonyl radical and corresponding

radical fragment. Here, also. the absorbed quantum is generally larger

than the' energy stored in the reaction products.12 and even when it is

not, back reaction prevents significant energy storage. ..

In recent years many examples of bond formation have been investiga-

ted. rrhis bond formation may involve two separate molecules, such as

the d1merlzatlan of thymlne.13• l 4 or a "lho:I~ variety of olefins to give

cyclobutane derivatives or other cyclic products. Tne bond formation may

involve two parts of the same molecule, giving rise to still other

cyclic (or scylic) products. 8
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Charged Particles

A second maj or class of transfonnations involves the formation of

charged particles, and here the model chemistry is not so well develop-

00. That the absorption of a quantum by a molecule in the gas phase'

can lead directly to photoionization has long been lmown.15 In fact,

the long wave limit for the photoproduction of con:iuctivity in a

gas has been used as a means of directly measuring the ionization

potential of the molecules of that gas. Tile same procedures have

been used to measure the direct photoionlzation frem the surface of

a solid, either a metallic surface, in Which case the so-called "work

function" is observed,15. or from a moleoular crystal, in which case

something related to the ionization potential of the molecules of

\'Jhich the cristal is nade , may be observed. 16 In all of these

cases one of the produots of the photoreaction is a free electron.
"

It 1s quite clear that such a system as this has a greater possibil

ity of leading to, a highly efficient conversion process, largely be-

cause one ~f the products is the almost mass-less free electron

which can more readily escape fran its remaining cation before recom

bination. In fact, when the electron is pnctoejected from a solid

surface into a vacuum, the geanetry of the system makes possible the

collection of the charge and its return 1n an external circuit to do

work. c

Tne possibility that charge separation may occur in a solld, or

condensed, system is also well established, particularly for semi

conducting atanic lattices. In these cases, however. the absorption
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process 18 presumed to lead directly to the excitation of an electron

from a bound state into a conduction state. Tnis is recognized not

only by the photoconduction phenomenon itself but by the very nature

of the absorption spectra of auch sysbems , . Tne possibility that direct

photoexcitatian into a conduction band might occur in the condensed sys-

tem of a photosynthetic apparatus has frequently been considered and

rej ected on the gr-ounds that the absorption spectr-a of these systems

too closely resembles the absorption spectra of the isolated molecules

to allow the possibility for direct excitation into a conduction band

to be occurring. In these cases, therefore, it seen9that molecular ex

citation is a better description of the phenomenon of light absorption,

followed by exciton mi.e;l:'ation to the site of ionization, if charge

separation is to occur.

QJite clearly, if photoionization is occurring in the condensed

. photosynthetic apparatus, it cannot be precisely the same process as

photoionization of an electron into a vacuum. Here' the electron

ej ected from one molecule must 1mnediately find an orbital in another
I .

molecule. so the ionization process is, in effect. an electron trans-

fer process in which an electron is transferred from tie donor system

into the acceptor system. A number of models of such electron transfer

in condensed systems are known. The most recent examples of them are,

perhaps, tne electron transfer reactions presumed, and indirectly demon-
,

strably occurring, as a result of light absorption in the' charge trans

fer band of a whole variety of molecule complexes. 17 Such electron

transfer reactions ocCUIT1ng in isolated charge transfer molecule com

plexes in general do not lead to efficient energy storage, the reason

being that the reccmb1nation in an isolated molecular canplex is too
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rapid and efficient. 'lh1s difficulty may be overcome b~T incorporat-

ing the molecular canplex into an ordered, or partially ordered) system

in such a way that the charge migration leading to charge separation
~

over more than one molecular diameter may occur by a fhopping" mechan-

ism betwee~ molecular orbitals .18-21 Once the separataon of charge has

. proceeded to the extent of several molecular diruneters we may speak

of the quantum as having been converted into cnemtcat potential, since

the products thus produced now have a small energy barrier for recCl}l

bination but may have a smaller one for reaction in other directions.

thus leading to a long time chemical potential storage. At this ftage

it may ,very well be possible riot only to demonstrate the long-lived
.I .

exfsbence of such high ene-z:gY chemical products but eventually to ,l!

actually isolate them, and efforts in this direction are well under-, .

quantu.ll absorbing
Tne nx>del or/exciton ~gration to the sitaof a localized electron

transfer followed by charge rn.igration, at least over severakmckeculea,

seems thus to be one of the most likely system for achieving the high
I

efficiency of quantum conversion into chemical potential \~h1oh is

required for the photosynthetio system. Evidenoe that such a pro

ceas is indeed ocourring in the photosynthetic apparatus is accunulat

ing.22-28, and some new contributions to it folloW.

L1&~t-~uced electron paranmgnetic resonance (EPR) sigr~s have
I

been observed in photosynthetic systems for~ years. Theoe obser-

vations have been discussed in several recent review papers.6,29 A
, I

positive identification of the signal with a definite molecular species

has proved diffioult on th~ basis of EPR properties alone. Thus, .
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correlations of these properties \'!1th other physical measurements

have been SOugL1t to Independent studies of absorbance changes in photo

synthetic bacteria 23)26,30 have led to the tentative detection of
~ :

bacteriochlorophyll positive ion, thereby leading to tne working hypo

thesis that the EPR Signal' might be BChl+•6 This view was st-rengthened

by recent work showing that the bacterial spin signal could be pro

duced by chemical oxidation. 31 Tills paper, by means of kinetic

studies of both spectroscopic systems, presents evidence w:h1ch is

not consistent witn the above hypothesis.

EXPEHliV'ENTAL,
I
II

The kinetics studied in this paper are the EPR and absorbance

.transients induced by a pulse of light. T'ne experimental arrange
is shown .

ment used in both experiments/in Fig. 1. 'l11e EPR and "optical spectro-

meters used have been described in earlier PUbli~tions.22,24 An

electronically modulated neon lamp was used to induce the photo
I

signals. Its design was k1ndly made available for our use by Dr. L.

Piette of Varian Associates. Most of the details of its circuitry

are in the literature.32 The spectral output was primarily in the

wavelength region between 580 and 720 mr, Rise and decay times' were

of the order of 10 7seconds. Tne signal resulting fran a single flash
, .

was too noisy to' allow the determination of the full time course of

its ~owth and decay. To ~rove the signal-to-no1se ratio the inte

gration technique of Klein and Barton33 was used, \fe iusedi the cem-
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(2) ( I )
- :Pulse Generatorl Pulse GeneratorI

t - ,

W<;HT
F==::' ;.-1Amplifier I ... INTEGRATOR

~
SPECTRO- I

METER

BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR X-V
KINETIC STUDIES ~otter

MU-33079

Fig. 1. Block diagram for kinetic measurements. Operation
is described in text. The appropriate spectrometer
(optical or EPR) was inserted as de sired.
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merciaL integr-ator, the Computer of Average Trar..slents Model 400

(I'l1nemotron Corp•• Pearl P.iver, NeVi York). The overall rise time with

each apectrorreter- was less than 1 msec,

The sequence of events was as follol,tjs: 'rrle repetition rate was

detennined by a pulse generator 1,'JtJich initiated a sweep of the mte-

grator. The integrator trig-,gered the lamp after a fixed delay period.

The second pulse generator detennined the duration of the flash. Tne

observation time of the integator could be set for any fraction of

the repetition time. T~'Pical flash durations .were 2 seconds, repetition

time 16 seccods J and integrator sweep t Ime ranged from 1 to 16 seconds.

Suitable signal-to-noise ratios were obtained after 50 to 500 events ..

. Cnromat.ophores were p-epared from Rhodospirl11um rubrum (originally- ,

supplied by R, Y. Stanier, #1.1.1.).' The sar;Jples were harvest ed after
. 34

5 days of gr'owth in modified Hutner's medium, using malate as sub-

strate. 'rne chromatophores were prepared as outli~ed in the paper of

Leach, et al. 31 _The sample was buffered at a pH of 7.5 with 0.1 N...... -.....' ........
glycy1gly~ine.

To minimize differences in the experimental conditions the same

sample contiained in a Varian EPR aqueous sample cell was used in

both spectrcmeters. Typical optical densities at 880 mi were 1.5.

The following factors were found to effect rise and/or decay

rates: redox potential, pH, t emperature , light 1ntensi~yJ and the

physiological state of the organisms and the preparation and storage

of the chrcmatopnores , Tnese were held at the following values for

both the £PH and absorbance exper~nents. +0.30 volts. 7.5 pH units.

22 .:!:. 20 , 1016 photons/cm2/ sec , 5 day growth and variable storage. T.oe

light intensity -..las measured l,iith a photodiode which was calibrated

aga,1nstaU.S. Bureau of Standards lamp.
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Tne EPR signal, Set)' wan measured at the point of maxirnim slope

of the absorption curve, and is proportional to the l'l)JIIlber of obser

vable unpaired electrons. The response of this signal to the light
;

pulse is shewn in Fig. 2. Also shown is an example of the growth of
. .

the signal when the light is turned on (wnen an exparded time scale

is used). The growth may be described by'the expression

(1)

and the decay curve by the expression

Sr 15 proportional to the steady-state of photoproduced spins, 3d,

and Sci are proportional to the fraction of photoprcxiuced spins decay- ,

1ng by parallel paths vli~h untmofecul.ar' rate constantskd and

li!l d/':
J

' . kr is approximately the unimolecular rate constant for

spin production.
I

A typical absorption spectrum and a light-minus-dark difference

. spectrum for the chromatophores used are shown in Fig. 3. We are

here concerned with the major light-minus-dark bands at 433 nut

192 mu. 810 mi and 865 mi , The responses of thesp'.;.?ignals to lif:7lt

are shown in Fig. 4. Tne shapes of these curves can be expressed

by equations of the forms of (1) and (2) above. 2~:;:"ln';~'Potl1'':;~hc EPR

and the optical absorption measurements the decay rates were found

to be approximately independent of the light intensity. This, together

with the s1lr,ple exponential behavior (Figs. 2 and ref. 2~) indicates

that these processes obey first-order kinetics.
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Fig. 2. Time response of the electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) signal to light. The insert is the growth of the
EPR on an expanded time scale. Also shown are
exponential curves fitting the data. Sr is the normalized
steady- state value of the signal.
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.7 R rubrum BBO
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Fig. 3A. Absorption spectrum of R. rubrum chromatophores
suspended in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.13; 1 cm
cuvette. -

Fig. 3B. Light-induced absorption changes in R. rubrum
chromatophores, whose absorbance was-2.2 at 880 rrru,
Excitation wavelengths were 650-900 mu for the blue
absorption changes; 400-500 mu for the infrared
absorption changes. Note that the absorbance scale
below 650 mu is expanded twofold. For further experi
mental details, see Ref. 24.
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1.0
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I

R. rubrumI
I
I CHROMATOPHORESI
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Fig. 4. Typical time response of light-induced absorbance
changes in R. rubrum chromatophores. For purposes
of comparison, signal heights are normalized and all
signals are shown as positive. 10-4 M KuFe(CN)6
present. E h = + .35 volt; 0.01 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.4; O. D. at 880 rnu, 0.70. Further details are
given in Ref. 24.
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To demonstrate the relation between the two spectroscopic obaer-

vat ions , the time response (course) of the signala trap. the same sample

have been plotted together (Fig. 5). T'nc steady-state pagnitudo of

each sigpal was normalized to unity.

,

CONCWSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from this evidence:

1. The rise and decay kinetics of the spin signal are tne same as

the lcinetics of the 433 mi absorbance changes, within experimental

error. Of the maj or absorbance changes. only the one at 433 mu shows

this close ;agreement. \ve thus assign the observed EPR signal to the
i ,

molecular' species Which produces the 433 optical change.

2. ThefnOlecules responsible for the absorbance change at 433 mu are
I • .,

not the' same as those mo.lecuIes responsible for the absorbance change

at 865 mi because of the much slower decay rate' of the 433 mu band.

as was earlier reported. 24

T'nat a relationship between optical density changes and EPR signals

existed was apparent from'the exper-Iraent.s of Cla,yton26 and Loaeh, ~ e!,.3l

In these experiments all the light-induced optical absorbance changes and

the EPR signal were removed upon oxidation mld wae replaced by a "dark"

signal of the same magnitude. However) no cholce among the optical sig

nals could be made, to identify the sources of the EPR signal.

Tne spectral position of the 865 nu band with respect to the in
. -

Y.f.Y2. absorption of BC~l and its interaction with redox reagents has
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\.0 R rubrum Chromatophores

EPR and ~O.D. Signals

08

-J 0.
« ~O.D. 865 mp.z
l?
en

~O.D. 433 mp. (dark line)
0 0.4 EPR (light line)w
N
-J
<t
~
0::
0
z 0.2

MUB-2311

Fig. 5. Corrrpa r i s o n of EPR and OD signals f r orn the s arn e
s arn p l e of R. rubrUITl c h r ornat.opho r e s , Expe r irn errtal
conditions are given in the text.
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bean used to identify this change \V'ith a one-electron photoinduced

oxidation of BC'nlin the organized enVironment. 26,30,3t Based on this

identification of the optical density change at 865 mi and the above

kinetic data, oxidized bacteriochlorophyll in the organized environ-

ment of the chromatophore Ls not the site of the unpaired electron

producing the observed electron paramagnetic resonance signal. Such

a molecular species (BChl+) in solution would be expected to ShO'i'1 an

EPR signal characteristic of a free radical. Tn,at we do not see one

could be explained by an interaction between this electron and its

envirorment which broadens the resonance line. SUch an interactic.n

may arise from delocalization, amcng several BChl molecules, of the

charge associated with the oxidized Behl. A delocalization of this

sort can be used as the conduction system for separation of charge

in the pr1ma.rj' quantum conversion act.

, .

..

ii

.\
\
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